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ABSTRACT
In the frame of validation of the spatial observations from the radiometer IIR on board CALIPSO, the two
airborne campaigns Cirrus Cloud Experiment (CIRCLE)-2 and Biscay ‘08 took place in 2007 and 2008 in the
western part of France, over the Atlantic Ocean. During these experiments, remote sensing measurements
were made over cirrus clouds, right under the track of Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
Observations (CALIPSO) in space and time collocation. For this purpose, a Falcon-20 aircraft was equipped
with the Lidar pour l’Etude des Interactions Aérosols Nuages Dynamique Rayonnement et du Cycle de l’Eau
(LEANDRE)-New Generation (NG) and the thermal infrared radiometer Conveyable Low-Noise Infrared
Radiometer for Measurements of Atmosphere and Ground Surface Targets (CLIMAT)-Airborne Version
(AV), whose spectral characteristics are strongly similar to those of the infrared imaging radiometer (IIR). In
situ measurements were also taken in cirrus clouds during CIRCLE-2. After comparisons, consistent
agreements are found between brightness temperatures measured by CLIMAT-AV and IIR. However, deviations in the brightness temperature measurements are still observed, mainly in the 8.6-mm channels.
Simulations using a radiative transfer code are performed along a perfectly clear-sky area to show that these
dissimilarities are inherent in slight differences between the spectral channels of both radiometers, and in
differences between their altitudes. Cloudy and imperfectly clear areas are found to be harder to interpret, but
the measurements are still coherent by taking into account experimental uncertainties. In the end, IIR
measurements can be validated unambiguously.

1. Introduction
Cirrus clouds generally occur at altitudes of about
6 km and permanently cover nearly 30% of the globe
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(Warren et al. 1988). Their impact on the earth radiation
budget has been clearly identified as one of the major
issues in climate research (Liou 1986). In this regard,
improvements in our knowledge of cirrus clouds have
been made a primary objective of the World Climate
Research Programme (WCP 1986). Reliable model predictions of their impact require an appropriate description
of their properties, such as geometrical position, ice crystal
shape and size, and vertical distribution of ice water
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content. These conditions are discussed in a review paper by Baran (2009). More particularly, it has been shown
that the shape and size distribution of ice crystals to a
large extent modify the scattering properties of cirrus
clouds (e.g., Takano and Liou 1989; Brogniez et al. 1992;
C.-Labonnote et al. 2000, 2001; Baran et al. 2001; Baran
and C.-Labonnote 2007; Knapp et al. 1999, 2005; Baum
et al. 2005, 2011; Baran 2009) and, consequently, their
radiative properties. It is thus essential to carefully constrain these properties, which are still poorly understood,
in order to better represent their radiative effects in climate models. The main difficulties in the quantification of
cirrus clouds properties are due to several factors, such as
their semitransparency, their high altitude, or their
large spatial inhomogeneity. Moreover, their microphysics can be described by a large variety of ice crystals
with various sizes, shapes, and size distributions, which
introduce significant uncertainties regarding their optical properties. These difficulties make observations and
studies of cirrus clouds laborious for both aircraft and
satellites. Until now, the following several field experiments have been conducted on natural cirrus: the First
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP)
Regional Experiment (FIRE; e.g., Paltridge and Platt
1981; Ackerman et al. 1990), International Cirrus Experiment (ICE; Raschke et al. 1990); European Cloud
Radiation Experiment (EUCREX; Sauvage et al. 1999;
Chepfer et al. 1999), Field Radiation Experiment on
Natural Cirrus and High-Level Clouds (FRENCH;
Brogniez et al. 2004), Cirrus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers–Florida-Area Cirrus Experiment (CRYSTAL-FACE; e.g., Garrett et al. 2005),
Aerosol and Chemical Transport in Tropical Convection (ACTIVE; e.g., Vaughan et al. 2005), and Tropical
Composition, Cloud and Climate Coupling (TC4; e.g.,
King et al. 2010), among others. These airborne experiments combined in situ and radiative measurements,
which notably led to a much better understanding of cirrus
clouds’ microphysical structure. However, in the prospective of global-scale studies, the use of remote sensing
techniques from satellites appears necessary. Nowadays,
thanks to the A-Train satellite constellation, more synergies have become possible between various instruments
for a better understanding of the atmosphere, particularly
in the case of cirrus cloud study (e.g., Delanoë and Hogan
2010). It is not only important for climate model evaluation, but also for forward radiative transfer calculations,
which means that the radiative transfer modeling must
be physically consistent across the electromagnetic spectrum. This aspect is particularly discussed by Baran (2009).
In this prospect, the use of Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO),
which carries the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal
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Polarization (CALIOP) and the infrared imaging radiometer (IIR), is of great interest to the research on cirrus
clouds. Indeed, it has already been shown that infrared
measurements are very efficient for retrieval of ice clouds
properties, such as optical thickness, cloud-top pressure,
and even microphysical properties (e.g., Parol et al. 1991).
To use these measurements to retrieve such properties,
an essential step is to validate them through airborne field
experiments. It is in this frame that the two airborne
campaigns Cirrus Cloud Experiment (CIRCLE)-2 and
‘‘Biscay ’08’’ were conducted between 2007 and 2008
over the Atlantic Ocean, off the Brittany coast and Biscay
Bay. In this respect, the present paper will focus on the
level-1 validation (radiances/brightness temperatures) of
the satellite measurements. More particularly, we have
studied and compared the measurements of infrared
upward radiances obtained from the satellite with those
of a collocated aircraft over various clear-sky and cirrus
cloud scenes and have analyzed the consistency of these
observations using a radiative transfer model.

2. The A-Train constellation
The constellation of satellites called A-Train consists
of several satellites flying in close proximity. These satellites cross the equator within a few minutes of one
another at around 1330 local time (LT). The constellation has a nominal orbital altitude of 705 km and an
inclination of 988. The satellites within the A-Train
constellation have highly complementary measurement
capabilities and are sufficiently close to one another to
observe the same target within a brief time interval. For the
first time, nearly simultaneous measurements of aerosols,
clouds, temperature, relative humidity, and radiative fluxes
are obtained over the globe during all seasons. This set of
observations will allow us to understand how large-scale
aerosol and cloud properties change under various environmental conditions (Anderson et al. 2005). The first
satellite Aqua was launched in May 2002, with the intent to collect new information on the earth’s water
cycle. Particularly, it carries a Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), a spectrometer
providing radiances in 36 spectral bands with wavelengths ranging from 0.4 to 14.4 mm. Aura was launched
in July 2004 in order to study atmospheric profiles. In
December 2004, Polarisation et Anisotropie des Réflectances au sommet de l’Atmosphère, Couplées avec un
Satellite d’Observation Emportant un Lidar (PARASOL)
joined the A-Train to provide new information on clouds
and aerosols thanks to its unique ability to measure polarized and multidirectional reflectances in nine spectral
channels from 0.443 to 1.02 mm. Three of the channels
(0.49, 0.67, and 0.865 mm) have polarization capabilities.
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FIG. 1. Normalized spectral band transmissions in channels C8,
C10, and C12 of CLIMAT-AV and IIR.

Finally, in April 2006, CloudSat and CALIPSO were
launched to provide more information on clouds and
aerosols, specifically using the 94-GHz cloud profiler radar (CPR), 532- and 1064-nm CALIOP, and IIR. IIR and
CALIOP on board CALIPSO provide a unique opportunity of synergy in the case of cirrus clouds studies. The
radiometer IIR measures emitted radiances in three
bands—8.65, 10.60, and 12.05 mm—at about 1-mm full

FIG. 2. Cloud field observed by MODIS at 1333 UTC 16 May
2007, off the Brittany coast, during CIRCLE-2. The CALIPSO
track (yellow thick line) is superimposed. The starting point A of
the first FF20 leg of flight fs0708 is toward the north.
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FIG. 3. Cloud field observed by MODIS at 1327 UTC 25 May
2007 off the Brittany coast, during CIRCLE-2. The CALIPSO
track (yellow thick line) is superimposed. The starting point A of
the first FF20 leg of flight fs0713 is toward the north.

width at half maximum (FWHM), with a swath of about
64 km and a pixel size of 1 km. The brightness temperature precision is better than 0.3 K for a source at
250 K, whereas its absolute accuracy is considered to
be better than 1 K at 210 K (Corlay et al. 2000).

FIG. 4. Cloud field observed by MODIS at 1333 UTC 18 Oct 2007
off the Brittany coast and Biscay Bay, during the Biscay ‘08 experiment. The CALIPSO track (yellow thick line) is superimposed.
The starting point A of the FF20 leg of flight fs0818 is toward the
south.
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TABLE 1. Summary of mission case studies conducted over the ocean during CIRCLE-2 and Biscay ‘08 in collocation with FF20, GF20,
and CALIPSO overpasses.

Campaign

Day

FF20
flight name

Measurement period:
Start–end (UTC)

CIRCLE-2 (2007)

16 May

fs0708

1220:00–1530:00

Brest–Brest

25 May

fs0713

1120:00–1500:00

Brest–Brest

18 Oct

fs0818

1215:00–1540:00

Creil–Biscay –
Madrid–Biarritz

Biscay ’08

3. CALIPSO-collocated airborne experiments
a. The airborne campaigns CIRCLE-2 and Biscay ‘08
Two airborne campaigns with the aim of validating
IIR measurements were conducted: the Franco–German
CIRCLE-2, from 12 to 26 May 2007, and the French
Biscay ‘08 campaign, from 2 September to 18 October
2008. These campaigns took place in the western part of
France over the Atlantic Ocean, off the Brittany coast
and Biscay Bay.
The Biscay ‘08 and CIRCLE-2 campaigns both involved
the French Falcon-20 (FF20) operated by the Service des
Avions Franc
xais Instrumentés pour la Recherche en
Environnement (SAFIRE) from Creil, near Paris, France.
This aircraft carried active and passive remote sensing
instrumentation. It flew at its maximum ceiling, that is,
at an altitude of about 12 000 m, under the track of
CALIPSO.
In addition to the FF20 aircraft, the CIRCLE-2 campaign also involved the German Falcon-20 (GF20) operated by the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
(DLR), from Oberpfaffenhofen, near Munich, Germany.
This aircraft was designed to provide in situ measurements
of cloud microphysical and optical properties thanks to a
Particle Measuring System (PMS) Forward Scattering
Spectrometer Probe (FSSP)-300, a PMS two-dimensional
cloud probe (2D-C), a polar nephelometer probe (Gayet
et al. 1998), and a cloud particle imager (CPI; Lawson et al.
2001). In this regard, the GF20 legs were performed at
different levels from cloud top to base. Both aircraft had
identical performances, and their altitudes and positions
were given by their GPS systems with an accuracy of 20 m
in order to accurately follow the track of CALIPSO.

Flight operation

Cloud type
Frontal cirrus and low
clouds (northwest low)
Frontal cirrus
(northwest low)
Thick frontal cirrus
(southeast low)

l’Eau (LEANDRE)-New Generation (LNG) works
in a backscatter mode at three wavelengths: 355 nm
with linear depolarization capability, 532 nm, and
1064 nm (these last two are the same as those of
CALIOP). The LNG’s laser beam divergence of 2.5
mrad at 532 nm gives a footprint of 2.5 m at a 1-km
range. The backscattered signal is collected using a
receiver telescope (30-cm diameter, 5-mrad field of
view). The ultimate vertical resolution along the line
of sight is 75 m. The backscatter lidar LNG provides
direct information on cirrus cloud structure (height
and geometrical thickness), optical properties (profiles
of volume extinction and volume backscatter coefficients), and parameters linked to the microphysical
characteristics of cloud particles (backscatter-toextinction lidar ratio and depolarization ratio).

b. Instrumentation on board FF20 aircraft during
the two campaigns
During the CIRCLE-2 and Biscay ‘08 campaigns, the
FF20 aircraft was equipped with two nadir-viewing instruments:
1) The Lidar pour l’Etude des Interactions Aérosols
Nuages Dynamique Rayonnement et du Cycle de

FIG. 5. Flight tracks of FF20 on 16 May 2007 (flight fs0708 during
CIRCLE-2) from point A to point H. CLIMAT-AV data are
only available from A9. The CALIPSO overpass is superimposed
(red dashed line). The exact time and position of the collocation
between CALIPSO and FF20 is performed during leg A9B
(square box; see Table 2).
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FIG. 6. Flight tracks of FF20 on 25 May 2007 (flight fs0713 during
CIRCLE-2) from point A to point H. The CALIPSO overpass is
superimposed (red dashed line). The exact time and position of the
collocation between CALIPSO and FF20 was made during the
return leg CD (square box; see Table 2).

2) The aircraft was also equipped with the thermal
infrared radiometer Conveyable Low-Noise Infrared
Radiometer for Measurements of Atmosphere and
Ground Surface Targets (CLIMAT)-Airborne Version (AV) (Legrand et al. 2000; Brogniez et al. 2003;
Brogniez et al. 2005). It uses a 7-Hz sampling frequency
and performs measurements within a 50-mrad field of
view, which corresponds to a footprint of about 50 m at
a 1-km range. Radiances are measured simultaneously
in three narrowband channels centered at 8.7 (C8), 10.8
(C10), and 12.0 (C12) mm, with about 1 mm of FWHM.
Spectral bandpasses of CLIMAT-AV and IIR are
presented in Fig. 1. They are fairly close to each other,
yet present some differences in spectral features that
will require further analysis in order to properly
compare measured brightness temperatures. The absolute accuracy of brightness temperature measurements derived from CLIMAT-AV is about of 0.1 K,
whereas their sensitivity is of the order of 0.05 K
(Brogniez et al. 2003).

c. Summary and description of the selected cases
scenes during CIRCLE-2 and Biscay ‘08
To validate the IIR on board CALIPSO, its brightness
temperature measurements are compared with those of
CLIMAT-AV along collocated tracks. As a consequence,
only the following flights that are well collocated with
CALIPSO are analyzed here.
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FIG. 7. Flight tracks of FF20 on 18 Oct 2008 (flight fs0818 during
Biscay ‘08) from A to B. The ascending CALIPSO overpass is
superimposed (red dashed line). The exact time and position of the
collocation between CALIPSO and FF20 is represented (square
box; see Table 2).

d

d

During CIRCLE-2, only 16 and 25 May are considered
significant for the validation of IIR. Additionally, both
FF20 and GF20 aircrafts were perfectly operational
and in great coordination, as pointed out by Mioche
et al. (2011). Wide-scale overviews of the atmospheric
conditions using MODIS ‘‘RGB true color’’ (Figs. 2
and 3 ) show thin frontal cirrus clouds present all over
the Atlantic Ocean during these 2 days.
During Biscay ‘08, only 18 October is exploitable
for IIR validation. However, this day is particularly
interesting because it featured very thick cirrus
decks situated over the northeastern Spain and also
a very noticeable clear-sky area over Biscay Bay
(Fig. 4).

A summary of the case study missions is presented in
Table 1.

d. Description of FF20 flight plans during CIRCLE-2
and Biscay ‘08
The FF20 track performed during the flight fs0708 on
16 May 2007 is presented in Fig. 5, where the leg AB is
coincident with the track of CALIPSO. The total time
spent by FF20 to perform this leg was 30 min, 35 s versus
49 s for CALIPSO. The return leg CD is carried out
following a Lagrangian trajectory in order to come
across the same cloud structures as in leg AB.
Figure 6 presents the FF20 track performed during the
flight fs0713 on 25 May 2007. All of the legs (AB, CD,
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TABLE 2. Summary of some schedules characteristics for the flights fs0708, fs0713, and fs0818 during CIRCLE-2 and Biscay ‘08 campaigns.

FF20 flights
CIRCLE-2 (fs0708)

CIRCLE-2 (fs0713)

Biscay ‘08 (fs0818)

Legs FF20
(start / end time UTC)
A (1313:16) / B (1343:51)
A9(1329:08; see Fig. 2)
C (1354:36) / D (1411:06)
E (1416:05) / F (1437:26)
G (1442:42) / H (1500:00)
A (1231:30)/ B (1257:20)
C (1306:10) / D (1339:25)
E (1345:07) / F (1356:35)
G (1403:20) / H (1409:40)
A (1312:18) / B (1426:06)

EF, and GH) are well superimposed on the track of
CALIPSO. The exact collocation was reached during
the return leg CD. The total time spent to perform
this leg was 33 min, 15 s for the FF20 versus 57 s for
CALIPSO.
The FF20 track carried out during flight fs0818 on
18 October 2008 for the Biscay ‘08 experiment is presented in Fig. 7. The leg AB was performed southward,
in the opposite direction of CALIPSO. The FF20 took
1 h, 13 min, 48 s to cover this leg, while CALIPSO took
2 min, 8 s. The tracks of FF20 and CALIPSO are not
exactly superimposed because the leg followed a pseudoLagrangian trajectory in order to come across the same
cloud structures as that observed by CALIPSO.
In Table 2, a summary of some leg durations in the
course of these flights is presented, as well as duration
characteristics of the CALIPSO overpass. Features of
exact collocations with CALIPSO are also exposed in
the table.

Mean altitude

CALIPSO overpass

12 600 m

During leg AB
A (1333:07) / B (1333:56)
Exact collocation:
Time: 1333:38 UTC
Latitude: 48.328N
During leg CD
D (1326:48) / C (1327:45)
Exact collocation:
Time: 1327:11 UTC
Latitude: 46.978N
During leg AB
B (1326:48) / A (1328:56)
Exact collocation:
Time: 1328:30 UTC
Latitude: 45.658N

12 050 m

12 400 m

and the speed of the aircraft to be of approximately
120 m s21, each of its measurement data is acquired
every 18 m along the track of the aircraft. Thus, we
have effectuated a sliding average of 60 data points of
CLIMAT-AV in order for it to correspond to the size
of IIR pixel along the track of CALIPSO, which
allows making measurements from both instruments
comparable.
2) During some campaign days, a slight gap between the
tracks of the FF20 aircraft and CALIPSO can be
observed. An average of several central pixels in the
cross track of IIR is then considered in order to
perfectly cover aircraft measurements. As a consequence, standard deviations from this average will

4. Studies of IIR/CALIPSO validation
In the following section, direct comparisons of
CLIMAT-AV and IIR brightness temperature measurements simultaneously obtained over the same track
are presented. However, in order to correctly compare
these measurements, several considerations have to be
taken into account:
1) The resolution of IIR measurements is about 1000 m
at cirrus cloud level, against a maximum of about
50 m for CLIMAT-AV if the aircraft is situated at
a top altitude of 1 km above cirrus clouds. Considering a 7-Hz sampling frequency for CLIMAT-AV

FIG. 8. Composite image obtained from LNG backscattering and
CLIMAT-AV brightness temperature in channel C12 (right scale)
for the leg AB, performed on 18 Oct 2008 during Biscay ‘08 as
represented in Fig. 7. A clear atmosphere is encountered in the
latitude range of 43.68–45.28N.
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appear in IIR measurement representations. The exact
numbers of central pixels considered for each campaign
day are indicated in the following subsections.
3) Because of the overall movement of the cirrus deck,
the aircraft and satellite radiometers may not observe the exact same scene. The wind speed at the
altitude of the cirrus deck is obtained from radio
sounding and from the FF20 aircraft information.
By combining this information with the aircraft’s
and satellite’s directions and speeds (;120 and
;7000 m s21, respectively), the latitude shift observed in cloud structures between both instruments is completely compensated, and brightness
temperatures versus latitude measurements become
comparable. This correction turns out to be particularly efficient close to the collocation point between
the FF20 aircraft and CALIPSO. That is why only
the measurements made during the leg containing
the collocation are used for brightness temperature
comparisons.
4) Finally, we are expecting some inherent differences
between the brightness temperatures measured by
CLIMAT-AV and IIR resulting from two main differences in the observations. First, the two radiometers
are not at the same altitude, and thus do not observe
the same atmosphere (e.g., the stratospheric ozone
layer is viewed by IIR only, which will mostly effect its
channel C8). Second, as seen in Fig. 1, the spectral
bandwidths of the two instruments are not strictly
identical. To interpret the impact of these dissimilarities on brightness temperatures, the Fast Discrete
Ordinate Method (FASDOM) radiative code is used
(Dubuisson et al. 2005). It provides simulations of
upward brightness temperatures in a well-defined
atmosphere by taking into account spectral characteristics of the instruments. The spectroscopic database of the radiance code includes High-Resolution
Transmission Molecular Absorption Database
(HITRAN)-2004 and the continuum parameterization for the water vapor absorption with the CKD2.4
water vapor model (Clough et al. 1989; Tobin et al.
1999; Giver et al. 2000; Rothman et al. 2001).
Compared to a line-by-line model, the accuracy of
such simulation is considered to be better than 0.3 K
for clear and cloudy atmosphere (Dubuisson et al.

FIG. 9. Brightness temperatures measured for the leg AB on 18
Oct 2008, during Biscay ‘08 by CLIMAT-AV and IIR in the three
common channels C8, C10, and C12. The exact collocation between FF20 and CALIPSO are indicated (arrows).
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TABLE 3. Simulations of brightness temperature as measured by CLIMAT-AV and IIR in the three common channels (C8, C10, and
C12) corresponding to the cloudless area, that is, for the latitude 44.38N during Biscay ‘08. To evaluate impact of the difference of altitude
and spectral bandpasses between the two instruments, simulations are also performed for IIR13 and CLIMATTOA.
Instrument location
Nominal location
of instruments
Supposed location
of instruments
Bandpasses effect
Altitude effect

IIR
CLIMAT
CLIMAT 2 IIR
IIR13
CLIMATTOA
CLIMAT 2 IIR13
CLIMATTOA 2 IIR
IIR13 2 IIR
CLIMAT 2 CLIMATTOA

2005). Several specific input parameters are necessary
for FASDOM simulations:
(i) The temperature, humidity, and ozone atmospheric profiles are provided by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA’s)
Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO).
They are interpolated along the track of CALIPSO
and available in CALIOP operational products
for each IIR central pixel.
(ii) The sea surface temperature is provided by
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses. Standard ocean
emissivity values are used (Wilber et al. 1999).
They equal 0.9838, 0.9903, and 0.9857 for channels
C8, C10, and C12, respectively.
The code is set here to simulate an atmosphere of
40-km height divided in layers of 1 km in clear-sky areas
and 100 m in cloudy areas. Computing brightness temperatures in a cloudy atmosphere implies additional
knowledge of clouds microphysical properties. That is
why simulations are mostly performed in clear-sky conditions. Cloudy parameters are, however, discussed for
CIRCLE-2.

a. Biscay ‘08 case of 18 October 2008
On 18 October 2008, the measurement track overlapped by CALIPSO took place between A and B (see
Fig. 7) in the latitude range of 408–478N. This flight was
performed over sea and over land. To precisely represent the atmospheric state during this leg, an image
combining LNG backscattering and CLIMAT-AV brightness temperatures in channel C12 is shown in Fig. 8. This
figure confirms the presence of very thick cirrus over
Spain (under a latitude of 43.58N) and a perfectly cloudless area in the latitude range of 43.68–45.28N. Only a very
thin water cloud can barely be observed around the latitude of 44.88N.

C8 (K)

C10 (K)

C12 (K)

286.51
287.45
0.94
287.05
286.45
0.40
20.06
0.54
1.00

288.81
288.79
20.02
288.96
288.64
20.17
20.17
0.15
0.15

287.03
286.89
20.14
287.12
286.80
20.26
20.23
0.09
0.09

Figure 9 shows superposed IIR and CLIMAT-AV
brightness temperature measurements for channels C8,
C10, and Cl2. As mentioned previously in this section,
several concerns have been taken into consideration for
good comparisons of measurements. With the deviation
between the satellite’s and the aircraft’s tracks being
large during this campaign day, an average of three of
the cross-track central pixels of the IIR swath has been
used. Latitude adjustments have also been performed,
considering the cirrus deck velocity to be around 25 m s21
toward the northeast. However, by taking a close look at
the graphs, some isolated differences can be spotted between CLIMAT-AV and IIR measurements in the three
channels above the cloudy atmosphere, particularly in the
region situated around 42.28N latitude. In fact, this region
is about 34 min away from the exact collocation indicated
by arrows on Fig. 9 for the aircraft, compared with the
only 1 min for CALIPSO. During this time lag, a few
cloud features might have changed, explaining these
differences. More generally, despite the corrections made
on latitudes, it is still hazardous to compare the brightness
temperature measurements from both radiometers above
cloudy atmosphere too strictly when they are too far from
the exact collocation point. Finally, it can still be concluded from Fig. 9 that brightness temperature measurements are in strong overall agreements in every
channel.
Nevertheless, expected differences appear between
IIR and CLIMAT-AV measurements. A good way to
make sure that they come from dissimilarities in the
altitude and spectral band passes of the radiometers
is to use the FASDOM code for simulations along the
clear atmosphere area. Table 3 indicates the informative
brightness temperatures measured and simulated for
CLIMAT-AV and IIR in the clear atmosphere for each
channel at 44.38N latitude. To evaluate the impact of the
difference of altitude between the two instruments, as
well as the difference of spectral bandpasses, simulations
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FIG. 11. Composite image obtained from LNG backscattering
and CLIMAT-AV brightness temperature in channel C12 (right
scale) corresponding to leg AB performed on 16 May 2007 during
the CIRCLE-2 experiment, as represented in Fig. 5. The FF20
track at the altitude of 12 600 m is shown (horizontal yellow line).

are also performed for the IIR located at the aircraft’s
altitude, that is, 13 km (IIR13), and for CLIMAT-AV
located at the top of atmosphere (CLIMATTOA). The
effect of the spectral channels appears in the brightness
temperature differences of CLIMAT 2 IIR13. This difference is negative in channels C10 and C12, but is positive
in channel C8. Considering CLIMATTOA 2 IIR, differences remain in the same order as previously in channels
C10 and C12, but they are now slightly negative in channel
C8. This is due to the strong 9.6-mm ozone absorption
band that is included in channel C8 of CLIMAT-AV, but
mostly excluded in channel C8 of IIR (Fig. 1). Similarly,
considering IIR13 2 IIR or CLIMAT 2 CLIMATTOA,
the effect of the atmosphere above 13 km of altitude is
preponderant in channel C8, again because of the 9.6-mm
ozone absorption band. This study shows that the differences of the spectral bands of the instruments, as well as
the difference between their locations, are indeed important and could perfectly explain the gap between the
measurements of IIR and CLIMAT-AV.
Simulations all along the legs for the latitude range
43.58–45.58N, that is, in cloudless area, have then been
performed in the same conditions and compared with
measurements. The brightness temperature differences

FIG. 10. Brightness temperatures differences in channels C8,
C10, and C12, obtained from the radiometers CLIMAT-AV and
IIR in the latitude range of 43.68–45.28N, during Biscay ‘08. Vertical bars represent uncertainties on simulations and measurements. The legend in the figure C10 is also valid for the two others.
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FIG. 13. CALIOP backscattering measurements obtained on
16 May 2007 simultaneously with the track AB of FF20. The
FF20 track at the altitude of 12 600 m is shown (horizontal blue
line), and the exact collocation between FF20 and CALIPSO
is indicated (red vertical arrow). The color scale represents
the horizontal resolution with which the structures (clouds,
aerosols, and surface) are retrieved layer by layer. For example,
the dark blue corresponds to structures found only at 80-km
resolution.

between CLIMAT-AV and IIR measurements are shown
in Fig. 10. As in Table 3, a difference of about 1 K is
observed for channel C8, whereas no significant differences appear for the other channels. With uncertainties
on brightness temperature simulations (BTS) being
around 0.3 K, errors deduced from simulations are
D(BTSCLIM 2 BTSIIR ) ’ 0:5 K. Similarly, because uncertainties on brightness temperature measurements
(BTM) are around 1 and 0.1 K for IIR and CLIMATAV, respectively, errors deduced from measurements
are D(BTMCLIM 2 BTMIIR )  1 K. Finally, by taking
into account the errors, one can conclude that measurements and simulations are perfectly satisfying in
each channel.

b. CIRCLE-2 case of 16 May 2007
During 16 May 2007, the measurement track overlapped by CALIOP took place between A and B in the
latitude range of 47.78–49.48N (see Fig. 5 and Table 2).
To characterize the atmospheric state seen by FF20,
a composite image combining LNG backscattering and

FIG. 12. Brightness temperature measured during the leg A9B on
16 May 2007 during CIRCLE-2 by CLIMAT-AV and IIR, in the
three common channels C8, C10, and C12. The exact collocation
between FF20 and CALIPSO are indicated (arrows). IIR brightness temperatures dispersions around the mean value of three
central pixels are represented (vertical bars).
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TABLE 4. Comparison of brightness temperature measurements obtained from CLIMAT and IIR for the three common channels in the
latitude range of 43.68–45.28N, that is, in the clearest area, corresponding to the flight fs0708 of 16 May 2007 during CIRCLE-2. Position of
cloud means positions of the bottom and the top of the cloud.
TCLIMAT 2 TIIR (K)
Averaged measurements differences
Simulations in clear atmosphere
Simulations in cloudy atmosphere

Low cloud position (km)
Cirrus cloud position (km)

CLIMAT-AV brightness temperatures in channel C12
is shown in Fig. 11. During this leg, a cirrus deck at a top
altitude of about 12 km was clearly identified from LNG
backscattering measurements. Figure 12 shows superposed values of brightness temperatures measured by
CLIMAT-AV and IIR for channels C8, C10, and C12.
Because of the small deviation between the satellite’s
and the aircraft’s tracks, an average of the three central pixels of IIR swath has again been considered.
When performing latitude adjustments, a southern
wind with a speed of about 20 m s21 was taken into
account.
The comparisons of brightness temperature measurements between CLIMAT-AV and IIR show strong similarities, although some differences of about 1 K maximum
can still be noticed. Nevertheless, a similar study using
computation as conducted for the Biscay ‘08 campaign
is not easy to pursue in this case because of the lack of
a large zone of clear homogeneous sky. Indeed, a quick
sensitivity study under different atmospheric conditions
shows that the slightest disturbing object in the upper
troposphere may have an important impact on the brightness temperature values. The main results of such a study
are exposed here, but are purely informational, however,
because of the lack of exact knowledge about the composition of the clouds that we have to simulate. The area of
48.158–48.308N appears to be the clearest along this leg.
The input parameters for the FASDOM code follow the
same protocol as that for the Biscay ‘08 campaign. To
roughly take into account the radiative effect of the thin
semitransparent cirrus cloud and low water clouds seen by
LNG (Fig. 11) and CALIOP (Fig. 13), we assume the following estimated characteristics:
(i) Cirrus cloud optical thickness is set to d ’ 0.05 at
12-mm wavelength, that is, d ’ 0.1 in the visible, as
obtained from CALIOP products in this region.
(ii) To simulate a thin cirrus cloud, microphysical
properties are chosen to correspond to aggregate
crystals with an effective diameter of 30 mm (Yang
et al. 2001).

0.5–1.0
1.5–2.0
10.0–10.5
11.5–12.0
12.5–13.0

Channel C8

Channel C10

Channel Cl2

1.05
0.80
0.78
0.74
0.74
0.78
1.15

1.15
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.01
0.03
0.55

0.56
20.07
20.07
20.06
20.08
20.07
0.68

(iii) Low-level water clouds optical thicknesses at
12 mm is considered to be about d 5 1, as obtained
from the integrated LNG measurements. Their
optical properties are simulated assuming the standard microphysics to correspond to that of a cloud
composed of spherical droplets whose effective diameter is 11 mm, with an effective variance of 0.13
(Stephens 1979).
An examination of the results of simulations presented in Table 4 makes it clear that the differences
between CLIMAT-AV and IIR measurements do not
correspond to what would be expected in a perfectly
clear atmosphere. The isolated presence of each cloud
layer seen under the aircraft does not allow us to explain
the brightness temperature differences observed between the two instruments. The values of the brightness
temperature may vary, but their difference merely remains the same. Moreover, the optical thickness of the
aerosol layer slightly appearing in the backscattering
LNG image, as well as its radiative effect, is negligible.
The only way to come closer to the observed differences

FIG. 14. Composite image obtained from LNG backscattering
and CLIMAT-AV brightness temperature in channel C12 (right scale)
during leg CD performed on 25 May 2007 during the CIRCLE-2 experiment, as represented in Fig. 6.
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is to consider a cirrus cloud seen by IIR and not by
CLIMAT-AV, as observed by CALIOP in Fig. 13. The
last line of Table 4 shows that in the case of a thin cirrus
cloud situated above the FF20 aircraft, the simulated
differences are close to measurements and are clearly
below the range of uncertainties. An explanation could
also be that IIR, with its much wider resolution at the
altitude of cirrus, observes clusters of clouds unnoticed
by CLIMAT-AV. It is thus difficult to compare scenes
where the atmospheric conditions are not homogeneous
because they may not be identically seen by both radiometers, because of their difference of resolution along
the track of CALIPSO, and across this track no real
correction could be applied. Only situations with perfectly clear atmospheres or with large spread thick cirrus
would be ideal. However, by excluding such an inhomogeneous clear area and by taking the instrumental
errors into account, the measurements of both instruments
turn out to be perfectly consistent.

c. CIRCLE-2 case of 25 May 2007
On 25 May 2007, the measurement track overlapped
by CALIOP took place between C and D in the latitude
range of 45.58–49.08N (see Fig. 6 and Table 2). Along
this track, a composite image combining LNG backscattering and brightness temperature in channel C12 of
CLIMAT-AV is shown in Fig. 14. This figure shows
a long scattered deck of cirrus in the latitude range of
45.78–46.88N (on about a 130-km length with a top altitude of around 11 km), and the presence of low-level
water clouds between the surface and 2-km altitude.
Figure 15 shows superposed values of brightness temperatures measured by CLIMAT-AV and IIR for channels C8, C10, and C12. There was no major deviation
between CALIPSO and FF20 tracks during this flight;
therefore, only the central pixels of the IIR swath have
been considered. Additionally, following brightness temperature comparisons for both instruments, it appears that
no spatial shift is necessary.
The comparison of brightness temperature shows
identical behavior of the measurements of CLIMAT-AV
and IIR. Some differences between the instruments can
again be spotted, but no large, clear atmosphere area that
is needed to perform correct simulations is observed.
Only the 47.28–47.58N latitude range shows more or less

FIG. 15. Brightness temperatures measured during the leg CD on
25 May 2007 during CIRCLE-2 by CLIMAT-AV and IIR in the
three common channels C8, C10, and C12. The exact collocation
between FF20 and CALIPSO are indicated (arrows).
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TABLE 5. Averaged brightness temperature differences between
CLIMAT A-V and IIR in the three common channels for the leg CD
of the flight fs0713 (25 May 2007) during the CIRCLE-2 experiment
near the exact collocation. Only the latitude range 47.28–47.58N is
considered here.
TCLIMAT 2 TIIR (K)
Channel C8
Channel C10
Channel C12
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Averaged measurements differences
1.05
0.62
0.22

constant values of brightness temperature. The corresponding average values along this latitude range are
presented in Table 5. Simulations were carried out, but
because of similarities of the atmospheric conditions
between 16 and 25 May, results summed up in Table 4 are
also perfectly applicable to this flight. Similar conclusions
can thus be drawn because simulated brightness temperature differences are closer to measurements only in
the case of a cloud unseen by one of the instruments. An
accurate comparison of brightness temperatures in an
atmosphere where several broken thin cirrus are present
again appears fairly difficult; however, measurement
differences along this leg still remain acceptable considering the instrumental absolute accuracies.

5. Conclusions
The accurate radiative measurements of the earth–
atmosphere system from satellites are essential if we
want to develop radiative transfer models that include
cirrus clouds. In this respect, the two airborne experiments CIRCLE-2 and Biscay ‘08 constitute extremely
valuable datasets for the study of cirrus clouds, but also
for the validation of CALIPSO measurements. During
these two campaigns, collocated airborne measurements
were performed right under the track of CALIPSO using instruments very similar to those carried by the satellite. In this paper, we have compared the measurements
obtained from central pixels of the infrared imager IIR
on board CALIPSO with the collocated data obtained
from the infrared radiometer CLIMAT-AV on board
the FF20 aircraft. Direct comparisons of brightness
temperature measurements allowed us to conclude that
there were excellent global agreements between both
instruments in the three infrared channels during these
two campaigns.
However, small differences were still observed between CLIMAT-AV and IIR brightness temperature
measurements. To explain these gaps, simulations were
carried out using the FASDOM radiative transfer code.
In the case of a perfectly clear atmosphere (as during
Biscay ‘08) these simulations were used to precisely show

that the observed gaps are inherent in the differences
between the spectral channels of the two radiometers,
and in the atmosphere above the FF20 aircraft that was
unseen by CLIMAT-AV. On the other hand, in the case
of an imperfectly clear atmosphere, that is, a scattered
cirrus scene (as detected during CIRCLE-2), differences
observed between the brightness temperatures are much
harder to analyze using a similar scheme. Indeed, the
simulations may easily become inaccurate because of our
lack of precise knowledge about the state of the atmosphere, particularly about the cloud optical and microphysical properties. We have shown that the presence of
even a very thin cirrus cloud only seen by one of the instruments can cause major deviance in the brightness
temperature values. This fact is important because we
know that the resolution of IIR pixels is much wider
than the one of CLIMAT-AV, and thus such cases may
be common and have to be treated carefully. Nevertheless, by taking all these considerations into account
we have demonstrated that the differences between the
measurements provided by IIR and CLIMAT-AV are
well within the experimental uncertainties. These two
airborne campaigns thus allowed us to validate IIR
measurements unambiguously.
In a future paper, we will consider the cloudy cases
observed during these campaigns more precisely and
will use these data to retrieve cirrus optical thickness
and ice crystals effective radius. The retrievals will follow an optimal estimation scheme for a good representation of uncertainties. Results will be compared with in
situ measurements provided from the GF20 and with
official products.
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